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People don’t trust you...at first. 
 
You have to earn their trust. Our training systems show you how to build and develop targeted 
relationships so that your prospects begin to know, like and trust you before they even speak 
with you for the first time. 
 
But how do we ratchet that TRUST factor up so that more and more prospects begin to trust you 
on a deep level much faster AND not because of some fancy-pants marketing talk, but instead 
based on EXACTLY what current and past clients have to say about the work you do. 
 
Well, that’s precisely what we are going to cover in this document. 
 
We have laid out for you our entire process about securing KICK ASS testimonials from people 
who are happy to trumpet the horn of what you’ve helped them achieve. 
 



We all KNOOOOOOW we need testimonials and case studies, but how do we get more of them 
efficiently and, more importantly, how do we get more testimonials that will move the needle for 
our business? 
 
Let’s set about answering this right here and now. 
 

When to Make the Ask 
 
Whether you can name them right here and now or not, you have clients and customers getting 
value out of your work each and every day - otherwise you wouldn’t be in business still. 
 
It’s as simple as that. 
 
(Side Note: If you are just starting out and don’t have a deep client list, you might consider 
providing some services you trade with another service provider OR offer some discounted work 
upfront to gather some testimonials as a starting point.) 
 
So, how do we determine when and who to reach out to for a testimonial. 
 
And this is even simpler...As soon as that person or company has expressed or is seeing some 
results. 
 
This comes from one specific area of focus - COMMUNICATING WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS. 
 
Sometimes people these days want to run and hide from their customers OR they want to 
deliver the service and then move onto the next client. 
 
You need to stay in contact with your clients post-sale as well. It’s ‘marketing’ to your current 
customers to keep them happy and singing your praises. 
 
There are a couple of ways we accomplish this: 
 

1. Full-service agency clients are in constant communication with their account 
managers and some with their original salesperson. Our team communicates often with 
our clients via email, phone, Zoom and more.  
 
And our focus is consistently on how else we can help them and hearing about their 
success so we can improve everything. We’re trying to find out how their calls with 
prospects are going and if they have any leads in the next stage. If they’ve been getting 
some great return, then we’ll reach out and see if they are open to giving a testimonial. 
 



2. Emails/Surveys - We build into our onboarding and orientation sequences “check-in” 
emails that ask how our customers are doing with their product/service, the types of 
success/struggles they’ve had, and about any wins so far.  
 
Even if someone responds with a struggle - it alerts us to get with that person and help 
them work through any issue, which can result in a stronger relationship and the person 
feeling better about their service and more comfortable with giving a testimonial if asked. 
We even include emails with current testimonials from our programs that will help inspire 
others to being featured. 
 

3. Social Media - We run free groups, paid program support groups for specific products 
and paid general marketing/business groups that are more small business growth 
mastermind focused. Both areas are prime locations to identify good testimonial 
prospects. Put out some posts that focus on getting to the core of who is working your 
systems or using your product the most and getting the best results. People want to let 
you know when something you provided is working. And giving them that stage is great.  
 
For instance, I could gamify a post in a group for our program The Appointment 
Generator that says something like “The first 5 people who respond saying ‘Done’ to this 
post and can share privately with us proof of their first 10 leads from the program, we will 
upgrade your ticket to Ascend to the VIP Status. Go!” 
 
But you don’t always have to gamify it. You could keep it simple and let’s say I was a 
Logistics Consultant, maybe I’d say something like “Last week on our coaching call we 
talked about improving logistics at your shipping center. Who here has taken that next 
step and adjusted/reworked/blown-up their current SOP following our template?” 
 
There are a million ways to do it, but give some focus and direction to your audience, 
don’t just settle for “Who’s having great success and wants to tell me about it?” That 
alone won’t fly… 

 
Again once you’ve heard from a customer about some definable success and results, you want 
to make the ask ASAP! 
 
Use that positive momentum and reach out specifically...which brings us to…. 
 

How to Ask for the Testimonial 
 
A personal email, silly! Don’t beat around the bush - make the ask in your style and tone… 

 
 
Hey Tom, 



 
We're gearing up for a big new program launch in a few months, and I'm looking to pull together some new 
testimonials. 
 
I obviously thought of you because we're looking for some success stories to feature for some of our clients 
who have gotten great results.  
 
Would you be open to doing a testimonial?  
 
Just let me know if you're open to it, and if so I'll send you some more info on the format and next steps. 
 
Thanks man!  
 
Josh 

 
 
If they said yes. Give them some more details about how the interview will be conducted and 
enforce what they’ll get out of it as well. 
 
 
Hi Tom, 
 
Awesome!  I really appreciate it.  
 
We'd love to do video for this testimonial, and to make it super easy on you, we are hiring a local videographer 
to come to you.  We want to make sure that we showcase your success in the best and most professional way 
possible. 
 
We'll be using the video as a success story for our upcoming launch in February of a new program.  We'll be 
including it so new clients and students can really *see* that success like yours is something they can achieve. 
 
It will only take 30-60 minutes, and of course you'll get all of the raw footage, which you can use however you 
like - in addition to being showcased to about 50,000 people in February. 
 
Please let me know  and I'll make the arrangements! 
 
Thanks, 
Josh 

 

Why Video? 
 
It’s not always the easiest option, but it’s one of the most effective for a number of reasons. 
 



Primarily because of the authenticity and trust that prospect gets by seeing and hearing a 
customer tell their story with your company in their own words. 
 
People are hesitant these days to trust just a written testimonial. And audio is good, but is a step 
below what video will provide and how it will connect with the audience. 
 
It’s typically best practice to include the video, but also add some pull quotes or major highlights 
in written form by your video testimonial. 
 
That way you’ll catch the people scanning through your marketing materials as well as the ones 
diving deeper in. 
 

Getting The Footage 
 
You have two options: 
 

1. The easier, but lower video quality option is to conduct a meeting on Skype, Zoom, 
GoToMeeting, etc. and record your screen using a tool like Camtasia, the built-in 
recording option on some of these tools, or another screen recording software. 
 
On these types of interviews you have to deal with internet connections for both parties, 
software working correctly, quality of video/audio, and the process can be a little less 
smooth. 
 
This is the best choice to get something shot and implemented quickly and is most cost 
efficient. 
 
We’ve utilized Skype and Zoom testimonials in the past with some really solid footage, 
but there is another way also and is an approach we use primarily leading into bigger 
launches... 
 

2. Hire a freelance local crew. This typically results in cleaner footage and a much 
smoother process for you and the client giving the testimonial (you don’t want to add 
frustration in their life when they are providing you a favor). 
 
Below is our process to efficiently hire a local film crew/freelancer and keep your costs 
under control. 

 
 
All the below assumes that you’ve already spoken with the potential testimonial giver 
and know that: 



 
1. They’ll probably give a good videographed testimonial 

 
2. They have agreed to be videographed for a testimonial 

 
 
Here are the steps we take to find a videographer: 
 

1. Ask the potential testimonial giver for their address (even if you already have it, it’s polite 
to do so). 

 
2. Post the following ad (or something along the same lines) on their local CraigsList for a 

creative gig with a compensation of $75: 
 

a. Title: Videographer needed for short testimonial 
 

b. Body: I need someone mobile who can go to a clients house to film a short 
testimonial video: 
 
Short testimonial video according to a list of questions that will be sent to you 

 
Making sure the testimonial sounds natural (the testimonial giver doesn’t repeat 
the questions, no scripted sounding sound bites). 
 
Requirements: 

 
i. You have a lavalier microphone. 

 
ii. No more than half an hour of filming. 

 
iii. NO editing needed. 

 
iv. Send the raw video files to me the evening of the recording. 

 
3. Wait to receive emails from people on CraigsList. 

 
4. Go through the emails and filter out people who don’t seem serious (use your 

judgement). 
 
 
Of the people who do seem serious ask for the following: 
 

1. A list of the equipment they have. 



 
2. Sample video of what they’ve previously done. 

 
3. You can (I don’t always) ask them to video themselves and their equipment (by that you 

can usually tell if they’re serious or not). 
 

4. Let them know the format of the video you want - it’s best to have 1920x1080 and at 
least shoot at 30 frames per second, a shot from the waist up (not just the head or head 
and shoulders) with the person looking at the videographer who is to the side of the 
camera (so no looking directly at the lens). *Make sure they can do all that.* 
 

a. Send them the questions you want them to ask your testimonial giver. 
 

b. Send an email introducing your videographer and your testimonial giver to let 
them trade information and set up a time that is best for the both of them. 

 
c. Keep tabs on when they set up the meet so you can follow up afterwards. 

 
 
AFTER THE INTERVIEW 
 

1. Send a thank you email to your testimonial giver. 
 

2. Get the raw video files from your videographer (wetransfer.com, send-anywhere.com 
app, google drive or dropbox all work). 

 
3. Pay your videographer. 

 
4. Edit the video according to your needs! (We typically use Camtasia to edit and host on 

Vimeo or Wistia). 
 
 
 

Questions We Send to the Interviewer 
 
Here is an actual example of the list of questions and instructions we sent to an interviewer 
prior to their recording (not sent to the client providing the testimonial - you want the 
conversation to feel natural, not scripted, rehearsed or forced). 
 

● What’s your name, what’s the name of your company, and what kind of business do you 
run? (talk a bit about who you are and what kind of business you have). 



 
● What made you take the plunge and join Josh’s program? 

 
○ Where were you at in your business prior to joining Josh’s program? (talk about 

where your business was and why it wasn’t where you wanted it to be) 
 

● How did it feel not to be where you wanted to be before? (we want to really delve into 
the mindset of how they feel emotionally.) 

 
● Did you have any major revelations during the course that changed the way you think 

about online business? 
 

● How did Josh’s program change your approach to marketing and generating leads? 
 

● Did you hit any roadblocks or challenges while going through the course? What were 
they and how did you overcome them? 

 
● If you didn’t speak on this already, can you tell me a bit about how Josh’s team helped 

you along the way and the pitfalls they helped you avoid? 
 

● Tell me a bit about how you felt after successfully launching your campaign? What were 
your results? If you can, share how many leads have you generated, how much you 
earned from it, how many people got added to your list, and any other results you found 
surprising or exciting. 
 

○ (the goal is to create a before and after narrative. What was the pain point before 
- the solution offered - and the outcome.) 

 
● Aside from the sales and leads and all that awesome business growth, what does that 

mean for you on a personal level? How do you feel about your business now, compared 
to before you started working with Josh’s team? Are you happier? Less stressed? Do 
you have more freedom? 
 

○ (we want to really delve into the mindset of how they feel emotionally.) 
 

● Talk a little about how Josh’s program has helped to position you as a leader in your 
market. 

 
● What do you feel are the benefits of being a part of the Linked U VIP Group? 

 
● What would you say to the viewers of this video if you knew that they were considering 

enrolling in Josh’s program? 
 



● Is there anything we didn’t ask that you would like to add? 
 
 
 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR VIDEOGRAPHER 
 
After you ask a question, please ask your interviewee to not incorporate the exact question into 
their answer, but that they should incorporate that into their answer. 
 
If they literally use the form (i.e. “What’s my name? My name is Ashley”) or don’t reference it at 
all (i.e. I say, “What’s your name?” They just say, “Ashley”) stop and demonstrate what you 
meant. (I.e. I say, “What’s your name?” You say, "My name is Ashley”). 
 
This is to try and make sure that the interviewee is talking in a conversational manner that will 
work with just one end of the conversation and be easy to edit. 
 
*REMEMBER: (we want to really delve into the mindset of how they feel emotionally.) 
 

The Finished Product! 
 

 

 

Follow-Up with Your Client 
 
A couple ways of going about this: 

https://linkedselling.wistia.com/medias/lmsjmb54hy


 
1.) A simple, sincere thank you. 

 
- An email can do. But we like to take it a step further whenever possible and send 

an old-fashioned thank you note. If you deal most often in the digital space or are 
remote from your clients a piece of snail mail or little treat can really help cement 
the relationship. 
 
We’ve done these by hand plenty of times in the past, but for bigger lists have 
used services like SendOutCards.com to send a card or gift. 

 
       2.) A thank you + referral process. 
 

- In some cases the best time to ask for a favor is right after someone provided 
one. It seems counter-intuitive, but if handled the right way is really just a building 
of momentum. 

- A couple items to take note of in your message to maintain the relationship when 
asking for a referral: 

- Provide a reason. 
- Give them an out. 

 
Hi Tom, 
 
Thanks again for providing your testimonial - everything turned out great and I’m super appreciative! 
 
Also I’m so glad to have you as a valued client and that you’ve been able to achieve x, y, z with our system thus far. 
Those are some serious results and people like you deserve it! 
 
Is there anyone else you know who might benefit from the same type of results? 
 
If anyone comes to mind, I’d love to talk with them and see if it might be a fit for both of us. We have a mission of 
helping every small business we can achieve rapid growth. And we love helping friends of our friends out when we 
get the chance. 
 
If no one jumps to mind right now, I completely understand, but thought I’d ask based on what you’ve seen thus far. 
 
Again - thanks so much for everything you’ve done! 
 
 
Josh 

Using the Testimonial in Your Marketing 
 
We handle this a number of different ways: 
 

https://www.sendoutcards.com/


First - Ever get asked by a prospect or lead if they can talk to a current client? Instead of turning 
your clients into salespeople taking calls with your prospects - hit them with testimonials that 
apply to their vertical/niche.  
 
Second - If you don’t have a landing page/sales page, you should create a simple page that 
has a wall of testimonials with a button to get in contact, join the waiting list, or sign up for a free 
consultation/strategy call. 
 
Third - If you have a product/service/program launch upcoming include the wall of testimonials 
on that landing or sales page. AND if you have some editing chops you can even cut together a 
few highlights from your testimonials to add to your Video Sales Letter. 
 



Some Examples... 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 


